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Executive Summary

Uniswap is a protocol, built on Ethereum, that pools token liquidity on-chain in smart
contracts and uses it to facilitate token swaps. Created by Hayden Adams, and inspired
by a proposal from Vitalik Buterin, the project received a $100k grant from the
Ethereum Foundation in August 2018 to develop its DEX framework. Uniswap went live
in November 2018.

Kyber Network is a protocol, built on Ethereum, that aggregates token liquidity from a
variety of sources and uses it to facilitate token swaps. DApps, wallets and e-commerce
sites can integrate the protocol, allowing their users to instantly exchange tokens without
having to leave their application/website. Kyber's token, KNC, was distributed during
their sale in Q3 2017. Kyber Network went live in February 2018.

Key Takeaways - Protocol

 Uniswap's network effect is/will be driven by (i) it's ability to pool liquidity and (ii) the





number of DApps/wallets/vendors that integrate it. It's important to emphasize that
liquidity is pooled by exchange pair (e.g. ETH/MKR), meaning that each, effectively, has
it's own network effect.
Through the end of May, Uniswap had ~30,500 ETH locked up in liquidity, with ~80%
attributed to the exchange pairs for MKR, DAI, WETH, BAT & USDC.
The total number of contributors has steadily grown MoM and currently stands at
~5,100 unique addresses, providing ~$17m in total value locked.
The average daily users were ~3800 in May. When compared to the average DAU of
~420 in January, it equates to a 805% increase.
The number of direct Uniswap integrations is expected to increase throughout 2019.

Key Takeaways - Protocol

 Kyber's network effect is driven by (i) its ability to aggregate liquidity from a variety of




sources and (ii) the number of DApps/wallets/vendors that have integrated it. When
combined, both factors allow Kyber to reach more users and offer better prices.
In the past few months, Kyber has experienced significant growth in trade volume. For
perspective, volume from March through May was approx. equivalent to the total
volume generated in all of 2018.
Kyber is now integrated in ~60 DApps, wallets and vendors. ImToken, Trust Wallet,
Nuo, Enjin and MyEtherWallet have driven the most volume YTD.
There are ~13 active liquidity reserve managers, with the majority of volume coming
from Kyber Reserve, Uniswap Hybrid and Oasis Hybrid. Each of these was set up, and
is managed by, Kyber's development team.

Key Takeaways - Token Economics

Key Takeaways - ROI for Liquidity Providers

 Liquidity providers will underperform a pure buy and hold strategy when prices

 A reserve fee of 0.25% is collected on each trade and used to burn an equivalent







deviate from their starting point. Liquidity providers are incentivized by the yield
generated from trading fees, which is intended to offset that underperformance.
From its inception in November through June 5th, the ETH/DAI pool has
accumulated over 11% in fees for liquidity providers. On a price return basis, it
underperformed a pure buy and hold strategy by 0.51%. However, once you
factor in the liquidity yield, it outperforms by over 11%. For perspective, the
average blended APR for lending ETH/DAI in DeFi is ~5%.
It's important to emphasize that ETH/DAI is less susceptible to underperforming
its buy and hold counterpart as providers only need to worry about ETH's
volatility.




amount of KNC. When the fee sharing program is taken into account, effectively only
0.175% of a trade's value is burned.
The growth in trade volume YTD has led to a significant increase in the amount of KNC
that has been burned. As of June 1, there have been a total of 1,002,881 KNC burned,
with 70% of that attributed to the first 5 months of 2019.
KNC doesn't need to exist for Kyber to function, putting it's long-term viability at risk.
We modeled two scenarios for KNC. Scenario 1 used optimistic assumptions and
calculated the PV of future burns approx. equal to the current circulating MC. Scenario
2 factored in competitive pressures and calculated PV of future burns at ~17% of
current MC.
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Preface
Before we dive in, it's important to understand why we chose to analyze Uniswap and Kyber
Network together. The reason becomes clear when you look at DEX trade volume over the
past few months. In February 2019, Kyber added Uniswap as one of it's liquidity reserves.
This event was a catalyst that has since led to strong growth for both protocols. Why?

% of DEX Volume (Last 3 Months)

Simply put, Uniswap had good liquidity (for certain tokens) but relatively few integrations
given how new it was. Kyber had poor liquidity but a large number of DApp, wallet and
vendor integrations (~60 at the moment).
meant that wherever Kyber was integrated,
TypeThis
something
users on the other side now had instant access to Uniswap's liquidity without even realizing
it. As a result, trades sourced through Kyber made up 34% of Uniswap's total trade volume
from February through May.
While the relationship between Uniswap and Kyber has been symbiotic so far, an objective
of this report will be to analyze if it can remain that way. What started as a friendship
yesterday could turn into tomorrow's competition.

Total DEX Trade Volume (USD)

Data as of May 28th, 2019
Sources: Bloxy

Total Uniswap Volume from Kyber

*February through May 2019
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Value Proposition & Token Economics
For a decentralized application to gain widespread adoption, it needs to provide value for its end users by offering an improvement over existing solutions. Below, we have highlighted
the use cases for Uniswap and Kyber, as well as the benefits each can offer relative to existing methods.

Use Cases

Key Benefits

1. Token Swaps: At their core, both Uniswap and Kyber offer users a simple way to
swap tokens.
2. Liquidity Aggregation: Uniswap pools liquidity on-chain in Ethereum smart
contracts, while Kyber aggregates it across a variety of sources (including
Uniswap).

Type

3. DApp, Wallet & Vendor Integrations: Third-parties can integrate Uniswap and/or
Kyber directly into their service. This allows users to swap tokens without having
to leave their DApp or wallet. For Kyber, a website can use their plugin to accept
payment in any supported ERC-20 and receive their desired token in return.
Effectively, this allows Kyber to act as a payment processor.

1. Fast Settlement: Token swaps are atomic and settle immediately on-chain.
2. Non-Custodial: Users can trade tokens without having to trust a centralized
exchange to custody their assets. As a result, users remain in control of their funds.
something
3. Easy to Use: Users don't have to deal with order-books and can seamlessly move
between assets at the best execution price each protocol can offer.
4. Composable: Uniswap and Kyber are liquidity "building blocks", allowing other
applications to integrate them.
5. Permissionless: Anyone can trade through them.

Uniswap

Uniswap does not have it's own token. In Uniswap's economic model, the only people
who are compensated are those who need to be, the liquidity providers.
A transaction fee of 0.30% is taken on each trade and added to the liquidity pool for
that specific exchange pair. A contributor can redeem the pooled fee proportional to
their share of the liquidity pool.
The ROI a liquidity provider can earn is benefited by i) low volatility in the underlying
assets, ii) high trade volume and iii) representing a large share of a liquidity pool.
The ROI a liquidity provider can earn is hindered by i) high volatility in the underlying
assets, ii) low trade volume and iii) representing a small share of a liquidity pool.




Sources: Kyber Github, Uniswap Docs,

KNC

 To provide liquidity for Kyber Network, a reserve manager needs to pay a fee on each



trade they execute. This is referred to as the reserve fee and is worth 0.25% of a
trade's value. It's denominated in KNC and paid back to Kyber Network, where the
amount is burned. As trade volume increases so will the amount of KNC burned.
A fee sharing program is in place, allowing the DApps, wallets and vendors that have
integrated Kyber to receive 30% of the reserve fee on trades facilitated through them.
When taken into account, effectively only 0.175% of a trade's value is burned.
To increase the utility of the token, KNC will be used for governance when the
protocol transitions into KyberDAO over the course of 2019.
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Uniswap vs Kyber - Our View
Uniswap is unique relative to most projects because it didn't start by raising a ton
of money through a token sale for the purpose of enriching it's founders. Rather,
it took a small grant of $100k from the Ethereum Foundation and built a working
product that optimized around it's two most important stakeholders - i) traders
and ii) liquidity providers.

Kyber Network may provide a valuable service today by aggregating liquidity but it
essentially acts as a middleman, extracting rent for connecting users to a liquidity
source. In the future, when third-party apps directly integrate the liquidity sources
themselves, it could enhance competitive pressures on Kyber. Decentralized
networks tend to disintermediate rent-takers rather than enable them.

There are no extra fees, no frictions resulting from a protocol token and no
permission needed to trade or contribute. It's incredibly GAS efficient and the UI
is simple. It only compensates those who need to be for the protocol to actually
function, the liquidity providers. Uniswap's model eliminated rent-taking whereas
Kyber Network's is designed around it.

Kyber's token also falls into the unfortunate category of not really needing to exist.
In fact, it may be a detriment to the protocol by increasing friction for reserve
managers. Our general view on tokens that don't need to exist, is that eventually
they won't. Competitors will come along that either do not have a token, or fork it
away, to maximize efficiency and user experience.

Pooled liquidity is the primary driver behind both of their network effects,
however, they each approach it differently. Uniswap's liquidity is native to it
whereas Kyber simply taps into it, and combines it with other sources. Over the
long-term, the liquidity source itself will have the more defensible position. Other
liquidity aggregators, similar to Kyber, can always come along and plug into
Uniswap too. That's a new competitor for Kyber, but it's a win for Uniswap. Its
liquidity providers can just earn more trading fees.

One idea our team grappled with was whether or not it's truly possible to replicate
what Kyber is building without a token. Could you create a protocol that (i)
incentivizes adoption/development (e.g. fee sharing), (ii) aggregates liquidity across
multiple sources and, potentially, different blockchains, and (iii) is governed in a
decentralized way by various stakeholders (developers, applications, traders and
liquidity providers)? How would that look in practice?

Uniswap has it's own set of challenges and disadvantages relative to Kyber
though. For example, it's limited to a single market making model, whereas Kyber
can source liquidity from a variety of types. This model has drawbacks for
liquidity providers, notably that price movements in the contributed assets can
eat into their net return when they withdraw from the liquidity pool. In a market
as volatile as crypto, liquidity providers may think twice.
Uniswap also needs to become more integrated directly into DApps, wallets and
E-Commerce sites. We fully expect that this will happen. When it does, the benefit
Kyber has received from leveraging Uniswap's liquidity may start to diminish.
Ultimately, however, this is not a zero-sum game. Both can continue to grow
together. Despite the traction each has gained, it's important to remember that
these protocols are still basically experiments. The market will decide if one, both,
or neither of these models will work.

If Kyber charged it's reserve fee in ETH, it could still be shared with third-party
integrations and developers. In fact, they would probably prefer receiving ETH. A
protocol can be built that lives on Ethereum and aggregates liquidity across it,
without it's own token (e.g. Totle). For governance, a DAO could be formed without
a token that serves the same purpose. How liquidity aggregation and governance
would work across blockchains is still a grey area but it's probably best to reserve
judgement until Kyber actually implements them. Based on this logic, KNC could
have challenging times ahead.
Despite benefiting from Uniswap in recent months, it's design and adoption
represent an existential threat. This isn't to say that Kyber is certain to fail. It could
reach a point where it's integrated in so many apps, and pools liquidity from so
many sources, that it becomes sticky. Sure, the trade price is always marked up a
little, but does that matter for users trading small amounts? Do they really care
about a few extra bps? When Uniswap matures, we will see.
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Uniswap Overview
Uniswap's network effect is/will be driven by (i) it's ability to pool liquidity and (ii) the number of DApps/wallets/vendors that integrate it. It's important to emphasize that
liquidity is pooled by exchange pair (e.g. ETH/MKR), meaning that each effectively has it's own network effect. This is reinforced by the fact that the larger an exchange
pair's liquidity pool is, the less price slippage a trader receives. This section of the report focuses on Uniswap's growth as a protocol in terms of it's liquidity, volume and
users. We'll discuss pricing dynamics, risks and the potential return on investment liquidity providers can receive in the following section.

Key Takeaways

 Through the end of May, Uniswap had ~30,500 ETH locked up in liquidity, with ~80% attributed to the exchange pairs for MKR, DAI, WETH, BAT & USDC.
 The total number of contributors has steadily grown MoM and currently stands at ~5,100 unique addresses, providing ~$17m in total value locked.
 The average daily users were ~3800 in May. When compared to the average DAU of ~420 in January, this equates to a 805% increase. As we mentioned previously on


page 4, the integration with Kyber Network in February was the catalyst that kicked off this period of growth. This made Uniswap liquidity instantly accessible to a
wide range of DApps that were already plugged into Kyber Network.
While the number of direct Uniswap integrations is small relative to Kyber, we expect this to improve over time. Hayden Adams has been on record stating that
Uniswap's goals for 2019 include better developer tooling and expanding integration into the broader DeFi ecosystem. The impact from DApps, wallets and vendors
directly integrating Uniswap will have a significant impact on it's dynamics with Kyber Network.
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Liquidity & Exchange Pairs
Uniswap is an exchange without order books. Your first question might be
"well, who is on the other side of the trade?". Effectively, no one is. Trades are
executed directly against the liquidity reserves. It's important to understand

ETH Locked vs Total Value Locked in the Top 5 Exchange Pairs

that Uniswap is not a single liquidity pool. Rather, it is made up of many liquidity
pools, each representing a different exchange pair (e.g. ETH/MKR). Exchange
pairs exist as their own smart contract on Ethereum, which pools the token
reserves on-chain. Anyone can create a new exchange pair on Uniswap,
without permission, in a quick and easy way through the exchange's UI.
When a person provides liquidity to Uniswap they can't just contribute ETH or
MKR. They need to contribute both, with the amount of tokens equivalent in
value. This is necessary for the pricing formula, which we explain further on
page 12. Let's use ETH/MKR as an example. If a user wants to contribute $5
worth of MKR they also need to provide $5 worth of ETH, for a combined value
of $10. If the total liquidity pool for that pair is now worth $100, that liquidity
provider owns a 10% share and is entitled to that percentage of the collected
transaction fees.

ETH Locked in the Top 5 Exchange Pairs (Monthly)

ETH is the common base pair for every Uniswap exchange. This simplifies
things by allowing a trade between two ERC-20 tokens to take place in a single
transaction, without needing a separate smart contract for that token pair. This
allows Uniswap to be a very GAS efficient relative to peers such as Bancor,
which uses its own token, BNT, as the bridge currency for token to token trades.
In the charts to the right, it's evident that ETH/MKR and ETH/DAI have been the
two dominant exchange pairs since inception. While Uniswap currently offers
hundreds of live exchange pairs, the vast majority of it's liquidity can be
attributed to the top few. As of the end of May, Uniswap had ~30,500 ETH
locked up in liquidity, with ~80% in the exchange pairs for MKR, DAI, WETH, BAT
and USDC.
Data as of May 30, 2019
Sources: Alethio, Blocklytics, Bloxy
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Liquidity Providers & Total Value Locked
Contributing liquidity to Uniswap is a simple process accessible to anyone, regardless of the amount they can provide. Through the same UI, a
trader can swap a token, contribute to a liquidity pool or create a new exchange pair. The ease of this process has resulted in more users
locking up more capital. As seen in the charts below, the total number of liquidity providers has steadily grown MoM and currently stands at
~5,100 unique addresses, providing ~$17m in total value locked
through
the end of May.
Type
something
While the charts below show Uniswap relative to MakerDAO and Compound, it's an imperfect comparison. They are lending platforms that
serve a different purpose and appeal to different users. However, it does offer perspective into Uniswap participation relative to other
prominent DeFi DApps.

Unique Addresses Contributing Capital

Data as of May 30, 2019
Sources: Bloxy

Unique Addresses Contributing vs Total Value Locked
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Volume & User Growth
Since inception, Uniswap has experienced significant growth in terms of trade volume and users. For example, the average daily users was ~3,800 in May
compared to ~420 in January, equating to an 805% increase. As we mentioned previously on page 4, the integration with Kyber Network in February was
the catalyst that kicked off this period of growth. This made Uniswap liquidity instantly accessible to a wide range of DApps that were already plugged
into Kyber Network. While the number of direct Uniswap integrations is smaller relative to Kyber, we expect this to change over time. Hayden Adams has
been on record stating that Uniswap's goals for 2019 include better Type
developer
tooling and expanded integration into the broader DeFi ecosystem. The
something
impact from DApps, wallets and vendors directly integrating Uniswap will have a significant impact on it's dynamics with Kyber Network.
Just as ETH/MKR and ETH/DAI were the dominant exchange pairs by liquidity reserves, they have also driven the most trade volume for Uniswap. This
intuitively makes sense considering that larger liquidity pools offer better price execution with less slippage. However, the question remains whether
contributing liquidity to Uniswap is a smart use of capital. We'll explore this topic in greater detail in the following section.

Unique Daily Active Users

Data as of May 30, 2019
Sources: Bloxy, Alethio

Total ETH Volume by Token Pair
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Liquidity Provider ROI Analysis
Uniswap minimized friction for its end users by not having a token and eliminated rent seeking by not charging unnecessary fees. In Uniswap's economic model, the
only people who are compensated are those who need to be, the liquidity providers. However, as we'll explore throughout this section, there are many variables that
can impact a liquidity provider's return on investment. We'll begin by discussing how pricing and transaction fees work before moving on to calculating returns and
showing when it makes sense to provide liquidity

Key Takeaways

 Liquidity providers will underperform a pure buy and hold strategy when prices deviate from their starting point because the liquidity pool needs to stay balanced,
while also keeping the constant product unchanged. In order to compensate liquidity providers, 0.3% is charged on each trade.
 Liquidity providers still benefit from price appreciation, their returns are just lower than a pure buy and hold strategy. The decision to provide liquidity rather than
purely holding the assets boils down to whether or not the liquidity yield will offset the underperformance.
 Since inception in November through June 5th, the ETH/DAI pool has accumulated over 11% in fees to liquidity providers. On a price return basis, it underperformed


a pure buy and hold strategy by 0.51%. However, once you factor in the liquidity yield, it outperforms by over 11%. For perspective, the average blended APR for
lending ETH/DAI in DeFi is ~5%.
It's important to emphasize that ETH/DAI is less susceptible to underperforming its buy and hold counterpart as providers only need to worry about ETH's volatility
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Algorithmic Pricing
As we mentioned earlier, Uniswap, unlike traditional exchanges, does not have an
order book. Instead of matching buyers and sellers, trades are executed directly
against an exchange pair’s liquidity pool. Uniswap pricing is algorithmically determined
by their "Constant Product Market Maker Model", formulaically represented by x*y=k.
“x” and “y” represent the quantity of each coin in the liquidity pool, while the Constant
Product, “k”, represents the product of those two values. This model automatically
adjusts prices based on (i) the relative sizes of the two reserves for a given exchange
pair and (ii) the size of an incoming trade. The larger the trade relative to the size of the
liquidity pool, the greater the price slippage. Large orders can be expensive, especially
when pooled liquidity is low. As the size of the pool grows, slippage will decline.
Theoretically, Uniswap can always provide liquidity for a trade, if an exchange pair
exists, it's just that the trader will end up paying an increasingly expensive price.
In the chart to the bottom right, we use the exchange pair ETH/DAI to demonstrate
how the mechanism works at a high level. The chart plots the current Constant
Product Curve based on varying combinations of ETH and DAI. We use large orders in
this example to magnify the slippage. In this model, convexity works against you as a
trader because you’re paying in the more steeply sloping trading pair in the curve. If
instead this curve was a line with a slope of -1, you’d have a proportional linear payoff
structure. However, the only point of this curve that exhibits this slope is a tangent line
at the equilibrium point, shown by the orange dot. As you deviate away from
equilibrium, the trade execution price begins to worsen. That’s why the size of the
trade relative to the size of the liquidity pools plays such a crucial role. Increasing the
size of the liquidity pool allows trades to deviate as little as possible from equilibrium,
reducing slippage.
The ETH DAI liquidity pool had 3,348 ETH and 820,725 DAI as of June 5th, implying a
DAI to ETH ratio of 245. Using the example on the right, in one scenario we’re
purchasing 369,326 DAI (45% of the DAI pool) and it requires us to pay 2,747 ETH,
implying a rate of $1.82. Clearly, this is a large purchase, so significant slippage was
expected. If we slim this purchase down to 4,104 DAI, 0.5% of the DAI in the liquidity
pool, you’d be paying a premium of 80 bps. Not a significant premium, but also not a
negligible increase. We walk through the mechanics of this market maker model in
depth on the next page.
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Pricing, GAS & Trading Fees
When executing a trade, you can either designate the amount you would like to spend, or the amount you would like to purchase. The difference between the two is insignificant when
the trade size is very small. However, as the trade size grows, the difference becomes material. Using the ETH/DAI liquidity pool make up from June 5th and the other transaction we
illustrated on the curve, we’ll walk through a transaction in its entirety.

 To reiterate, the size of the ETH (x) and DAI (y) pools is 3,348 and 820,725, respectively, and the constant product (k) is 2,747,787,300
 An individual decides they want to purchase 1,138 Eth.
 That means there would be 3,348-1,138= 2,210 ETH left in the pool.
 Since the constant product needs to hold, you can use it to calculate how much DAI would need to be left over in the pool. k/x(new)=y 2,747,787,300/2,210 = 1,243,523
 You would then take the original DAI supply and subtract it from this new value to figure out how much would need to be paid to the pool, before fees. 1,243,523820,725=422,797
 Since this is an ETH/ERC-20 pair, there’s a 30 bps fee that’s added on top as compensation to the liquidity providers. We factor that in by taking the DAI paid and dividing it
by 0.997 to arrive at the gross total paid by the trader 422,797/.997=424,070.
 This value needs to be added to the original DAI Pool to arrive at the liquidity fee boosted Y value 424,070+820,725=1,244,795
 This is now the new Y value that we multiply by our ETH supply X, to calculate the liquidity fee boosted Constant Product. 1,244,795 * 2,210 = 2,750,598,477
A unique strength for Uniswap is that it eliminates rent taking and only provides a return
to those who need it, the liquidity providers. As we demonstrated in the example above,
for an ETH / ERC-20 swap, a liquidity fee of 0.3% is taken on the trade. For an ERC-20 to
ERC-20 swap the fee is effectively 0.5991%, given that the starting token must first trade
into ETH, then into the other token. These trading fees are immediately added to the
liquidity reserves for an exchange pair, which liquidity providers can redeem based on
their pro-rata contribution to the pool.

Average GAS Used by Protocol

Uniswap is also very GAS efficient relative to other protocols. For a straightforward
ETH/ERC-20 trade, Uniswap's smart contracts only use ~50,000 GAS on average. When
compared to other DEXs, as seen in the chart to the right, Uniswap is much cheaper.
However, it's important to highlight the impact from composability. When other
protocols leverage Uniswap's liquidity, such as Kyber for example, they increase the
average GAS consumed. This is represented by the grey bar above Uniswap in the chart.

Sources: Etherscan, Bloxy
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Price Slippage
In our previous example, we intentionally used a large transaction to illustrate how expensive
slippage can be when a trade represents a significant portion of a liquidity pool. In the table
below, the transactions at the top show how small trades suffer minimal slippage as the
premium approaches a floor of 30 bps.
The takeaway here is that once a liquidity pool grows to an adequate size, smaller
transactions become reasonably priced, however, the premium picks up quickly once trade
sizes begin to grow.
The two charts on the right show the dichotomy between premiums on small and large
trades. In the beginning of this section we discussed how the pricing curve is generally convex,
but trades that stay very close to equilibrium, because of their size, exhibit a more linear
payoff structure. We wanted to further emphasize that dynamic through these two visuals.

Buying ETH with DAI

14

Constant Product & Liquidity Tokens
The data we presented in our walk through of price slippage mechanics
showed the Constant Product increase. Growth in this value hasn’t been
addressed yet. The Constant Product changes when pool liquidity changes.
This can take place in two ways - i) by users adding/removing it and ii)
through trading fees. Isolating each of these factors is crucial for

Price Change Does Not Directly Affect Constant Product

quantifying the compensation users are receiving for providing liquidity.
Distinguishing these two types of changes can’t be done by only focusing
on the constant product. We also need to include liquidity tokens. Liquidity
tokens are issued and given to an individual when they contribute liquidity
to a pool, in proportion to their contribution. They are also taken and
destroyed when an individual withdraws liquidity from a pool.
When a liquidity contribution is made, the quantity of ETH, DAI, and
liquidity tokens increase by the same percent. In our hypothetical situation,
let’s pretend liquidity fees didn’t exist and there were no additional liquidity
contributions. If the price of ETH changed and transactions were made, the
new quantities of ETH and DAI would no longer individually correspond to
the prior token contribution, however, the constant product, by nature,
would remain unchanged. This is where you see the initial relationship
between the Constant Product and liquidity tokens as both remain

Adding/Removing Liquidity To The Pool Affects the Constant Product

unchanged despite shuffling in the underlying pool.
Let's assume a new individual contributes liquidity. The same thing
happens. The quantity of ETH, DAI, and liquidity tokens increase by the
same percent. The constant product, however, increases exponentially,
and this makes sense. When you’re increasing two values by a specific
percent, the product of those values exhibits exponential growth. In order

*Trades also add Liquidity to the pool in the form of accrued fees, as seen on the previous page

to normalize for that growth, you take the square root of the constant
product. The formulas are shown on page 17.
15

Liquidity Fee Returns
Now you have a value that increases proportionately to the quantity of liquidity tokens. The only problem is that this assumes liquidity fees don’t exist, but they do, and they’re what
we’re trying to track. Each transaction gradually increases the liquidity pool as fees get added to the pool, in the asset that the trader is selling. If the liquidity pool is increasing, that
means the Constant Product is gradually increasing, however, the amount of actual liquidity tokens is unaffected. This is the basis for how you derive the liquidity return. It's very
difficult to isolate accrued liquidity fees because of all the moving parts involved. It’s easier to find two variables that are more straightforward to track, and whose only underlying
differences come from accrued liquidity fees. Quantifying that drift by tracking them in relation to each other is how you can isolate liquidity returns. Specifically, that means tracking
the ratio of the square root of the constant product and liquidity token total. The numerator captures all the capital entering and exiting a liquidity pool while the denominator only
captures capital that’s added or removed by liquidity providers. By dividing them, you’re able to isolate trade related liquidity fees. By tracking that over time, you’re able to derive a
liquidity yield.
Liquidity yield accrues over time, as indicated by the blue bars, from a specific starting point. The ETH/DAI contract went live on November 2nd, 2018, so we use that as our starting
point. Since these bars are cumulative, it's difficult to understand which direction the liquidity fee accumulation rate is trending. The logic here being that we know the bar increases in
height from one period to the next, but we can't visually tell if the increases themselves are increasing or decreasing. To solve for this, we incorporate an annualized rate based on the
accumulation as of that point. Since this annualized rate recalibrates with each period (we show weekly here), it provides a directional growth trajectory. ETH/DAI liquidity yield is
clearly growing at an accelerating rate. Even just over the past month, we’ve seen a near 4% increase in both accrued and annualized liquidity yield, which as of June 5th stands at
11.5% and 19.6%, respectively. As seen in the table to the bottom right, the liquidity yield from contributing ETH/DAI to Uniswap has proven worthwhile, however, there is another
factor at play. In order to properly gauge if this yield is significant, it’s necessary to address the risks that come with being a liquidity provider.

ETH/DAI Liquidity Yield

Interest Rates for Lending ETH/DAI

Liquidity Fees Collected
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Impact From Price Changes
Solving for ETH Pool

The main concern that needs to be addressed is portfolio performance as a
liquidity provider. How do price moves affect the value of liquidity provided?
Vitalik discusses this concept in his piece on path independence and how it
relates to portfolio values. Path independence basically means that costs and
payments will be evenly spread across all traders regardless of the path
taken. This also implies that if you begin and finish in the same position, your
value is unchanged regardless of the path taken.
First, we need to demonstrate what happens to the value of contributed
liquidity when prices change. Price shifts affect both the quantity of ETH and
DAI in the pool because the Constant Product has to remain an invariant and
the ratio of DAI to ETH in the pool has to match the price. We’ll use a
hypothetical portfolio in this scenario because the size of the pool is irrelevant
when assessing the impact of price changes in the underlying assets. In this
scenario we’ll use a liquidity pool with 100 ETH at $200 and $20,000 DAI. We
know that ETH Pool*DAI Pool = Constant Product (the invariate) and we know
that the DAI Pool/ETH Pool= ETH Price so we can rearrange the formulas, as
seen on the right, to help us solve for the size of both pools.

Known Formulas

Substitution

Solving for DAI Pool

Known Formulas

If the price of Ethereum drops to $150, the amount of ETH in the pool goes up
to 115.47 and the amount of DAI in the pool drops to 17,320.51, keeping the
Constant Product at 2,000,000. If you hypothetically owned 5% of that pool,
your initial $2,000 investment has declined 13.4% to $1,732. That same
position outside of the pool would now be worth $1,750.

Substitution

If the price of Ethereum rises to $250, the amount of ETH in the pool goes
down to 89.44 and the amount of DAI in the pool rallies to 22,360.68, keeping
the Constant Product at 2,000,000. If you hypothetically owned 5% of that
pool, your initial $2,000 investment has risen 11.8% to $2,236.07. That same
position outside of the pool would now be worth $2,250.
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ROI for Liquidity Providers
In both situations, the value of the liquidity provider’s portfolio underperformed that of
pure holder. This will always be the case when price deviates from its starting point.
However, because this model is path independent, the portfolio value will always
converge back in line with that of a pure hold strategy if prices return to their starting
point, regardless of the path taken to get there. On the right we plot the values of both
portfolios as a function of ETH price to illustrate the divergence over time.
We abstract the relative underperformance from that chart and normalize it based on
price deviation from the point of liquidity provision to help make the information more
digestible below.

The return distribution to the left might appear skewed, but that’s because we’re thinking
about price in percent, while looking at an axis that's not on a log scale. A 20% decline in
ETH is as detrimental to performance as a 25% rally, a 50% decline to 200% increase, 67%
decline and 300% increase, and so on and so forth. While this is important, what's
considerably more important is the relative loss that needs to be offset by liquidity
returns. A liquidity provider must weigh the returns they receive for providing liquidity
against the potential costs of significant price deviation. From inception through June 5th,
ETH/DAI providers have accumulated 11.5% in yield, 19.6% on an annualized basis. ETH's
price was $200 at the inception point and has risen to $245, meaning the liquidity provider
has underperformed a buy and hold strategy by .51%, an unrealized loss that is more than
offset by liquidity yield. Another way to think about this is that prices would’ve had to
move to $74 or $550 before the underperformance relative to a pure hold strategy offset
the liquidity yield.
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ROI for Liquidity Providers
If someone wanted to become a liquidity provider today, we can use the annualized yield since
inception of 19.5% to arrive at $72 and $838 as the break even price points one year from now.
Break even meaning relative to a pure buy and hold strategy of a 50/50 ETH DAI portfolio. Using
19.5% might be conservative based on the fact that yields have been consistently trending higher
since inception. Just over the past 8 weeks, 5% worth of yield has accumulated to liquidity
providers, with 3% of that coming in the past 4 weeks. Assuming that 5% yield continues for the
next 8 weeks, our break even points at the end of this period would be $130 and $460, respectively.
Although they are lower than the full year break even, these boundaries apply to a considerably
shorter time frame.

Break-even Price Points

$73

We also compare potential profitability relative to an individual holding the same notional amount
in a full ETH position. The profitability of these positions is portrayed by the downward slopping
curves. Using the same expected liquidity yields of 5% over 8 weeks and 19.5% for the year, we can
model out the profitability break even point relative to a full ETH position. As expected, the position
loses profitability relative to a full ETH position as the price of ETH increases. The 8 week break even
price is $270 and full year break even price is $460.
We wanted to show gross returns in USD for a portfolio over the next 8 weeks that encompassed a
variety of potential outcomes. A 5% yield over that time is a very reasonable expectation, and likely
slightly on the conservative side.

Historical Returns for Top Liquidity Pools

8 Week Liquidity Yield
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Kyber Network Overview
Kyber's current network effect is driven by (i) its ability to aggregate liquidity from a variety of sources and (ii) the large number of DApps/wallets/vendors that have integrated it. When
combined, both factors allow Kyber to reach more users and offer better prices. This section of the report analyzes Kyber's growth across these areas, while it's token, KNC, will be the
topic of the following section.

Key Takeaways

 There are ~13 active liquidity reserve managers, with the majority of volume coming from Kyber Reserve, Uniswap Hybrid and Oasis Hybrid. While Kyber's goal is for third-parties to
voluntary become reserve managers, each of the top 3 were set up and managed by Kyber's development team.
 While Uniswap can only pool liquidity in one way, Kyber aggregates it across different types of providers. It can source liquidity from traditional market makers or from automated


reserves like Uniswap. In January 2019, Kyber unveiled a new type of reserve it would support called an Automated Price Reserve (APR). An APR is similar in structure to Uniswap, but
the pricing algorithm is different and reserve managers can set the trading fee they want to accept. It's important to note that the 0.25% reserve fee still needs to be paid, which can
eat into a reserve manager's net return.
In the past few months, Kyber has experienced significant growth in terms of trade volume. For perspective, volume from March through May is roughly equivalent to the total
volume generated across all of 2018. Kyber is also now integrated in ~60 DApps, wallets and vendors.
A goal of the development team is to aggregate liquidity across different blockchains in the future. They've proposed a solution called "Waterloo", which would act as a relay bridge
between EOS and Ethereum. Kyber expects to release a Waterloo MVP in 2-3 months. The development team is already working on the EOS DEX called YoloSwap.


.
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Liquidity Reserve Managers
As a protocol that aggregates liquidity, Kyber is dependent on the reserve managers who
provide it. When a user conducts a token swap through Kyber, the protocol scans its pool of
reserve managers for the best price. There are currently three types of reserve managers, with
each explained in the table to the bottom right. A third-party can choose to operate as any of
the three based on their needs.

Top Reserve Managers

The top reserve managers, which were all set up by Kyber's development team, are Kyber
Reserve, Uniswap Hybrid and Oasis Hybrid. For Uniswap & Oasis, Kyber's protocol taps into
their respective liquidity and automatically adds their 0.25% reserve fee on top of each trade
facilitated through these sources. Due to the simplicity of using Kyber, this added cost has not
deterred users as trade volume from each reserve has continued to grow MoM.
For an individual, it's much harder to contribute liquidity to Kyber Network than it is to
Uniswap. However, Kyber is not limited to one type of pooled liquidity as Uniswap is. In
January 2019, Kyber announced its new APR type of reserve manager, which operates similar
to Uniswap but with a different pricing algorithm and other customizable features.

*as of June 3, 2019

Top Liquidity Reserve Volume (Monthly)

Sources: Kyber Reserve Tracker, Kyber Developer Docs, Kyber Ecosystem Report
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Volume & User Growth
An important reason why our team first
considered researching Kyber was due to the fact
it had a working product that continued to see
greater adoption, despite being in a competitive
space. As seen in the charts to the right, Kyber has
experienced significant growth across a variety of
key metrics YTD.
Trade volume, in particular, has continued to set
new monthly records, with volume generated over
the past 3 months roughly equivalent to the total
volume across all of 2018. As we prefaced earlier,
the catalyst for this period of growth took place
back in February when Kyber added Uniswap as a
liquidity reserve. It's important to highlight that the
chart to the upper right is priced in USD, and, as a
result, the higher volumes are partially due to the
rebound in crypto prices that occurred in Q2 2019.
The total number of trades and unique users,
however, do not need to be adjusted for price,
with both seeing healthy growth as well. Relative
to December 2018, there were 67% more unique
users, generating 100% more trades, in April.
While the added liquidity from Uniswap has
played a role, Kyber has also benefited from the
large number of DApps and wallets that have
integrated it
Sources: Kyber Reserve Tracker, Kyber Ecosystem Report

Total Trade Volume (USD)

Total Trades vs Users First Trade

Unique Addresses vs Trades per Address
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DApp, Wallet & E-Commerce Integrations
Projects choose to integrate Kyber because it allows users to easily swap tokens directly
in their DApp or wallet. Feedback from projects that have worked with Kyber has been
positive. The large number of integrations, ~60 at the moment, is a testament to that.

ETH Volume & Unique Addresses by DApp (Last 6 Months)

There are a few reasons why Kyber is appealing. To start, it has a revenue sharing
program where third-party integrations can receive 30% of the trading fees facilitated
through them. This is discussed in greater detail on page 27. The fact it also aggregates
multiple liquidity sources is unique. Yes, a DApp can integrate Uniswap or another DEX
but they are limited to that liquidity. When a project integrates Kyber, they can tap
multiple sources made up of traditional market makers and automated price reserves.
There are 5 different ways to integrate Kyber including (i) smart contract wrappers, (ii)
Web3, (iii) RESTful APIs, (iv) widgets and (v) plugins. For example, by using their plugin a
website can accept payment in any supported ERC-20 token and receive their desired
token in return, with Kyber handling the conversion. Effectively, this allows Kyber to act
as a payment processor.

Wallets

Sources: Kyber Reserve Tracker, Kyber Ecosystem Report

Decentralized Finance

NFTs & E-Commerce Payments
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Aggregating Cross-Chain Liquidity
We believe that Kyber's network effect is driven by (i) its ability to aggregate liquidity across a
variety of sources and (ii) the number of users it can reach through the applications that have
integrated it. By building a cross-chain liquidity pool it can improve in both of these regards.
In February, Kyber's development team announced their solution for aggregating liquidity
across blockchains. Referred to as "Waterloo", it's a proposed relay bridge between EOS and
Ethereum. It works by implementing an EOS light client as an Ethereum smart contract, and
an Ethereum light client as an EOS smart contract. While Waterloo is still unproven, it could
produce an efficient way for both chains to communicate and transfer value in a trustminimized way. The team deployed a proof of concept on Ethereum's Kovan Testnet with the
relayed blocks from EOS Jungle2.0 testnet. Kyber expects to have a Waterloo MVP released
within the next 2-3 months. It's important to note that it may not be compatible with certain
blockchains depending on their characteristics. The development team is already working on
the EOS DEX called YoloSwap.
In terms of a future roll-out, the development team's current plan is to deploy a native
implementation of Kyber to each new blockchain in order to serve the DApps and users on it
right away. Afterward, Kyber will connect the implementation to the rest of the network's
aggregated liquidity once the bridge is technically sound and there's clear market demand.
Each implementation will adhere to the same standardized liquidity model and APIs.
However, trade execution may vary by blockchain depending on its design. In the future as
relay bridges connect to more blockchains, Ethereum could be at the core of the network
connecting them all.
Bancor, a liquidity protocol similar to Kyber, already launched their own Ethereum to EOS
bridge in November 2018. While it's too early to tell if Kyber will succeed at pooling crosschain liquidity, they are tackling the right problem. In the future, aggregating liquidity solely
on Ethereum may not be enough. Users will want a way to swap tokens instantly, with
minimal friction, regardless of the underlying blockchain they exist on. This raises some
interesting points about Uniswap, which is solely focused on Ethereum. It's likely at some
point that Uniswap clones will be deployed on other blockchains. However, will Uniswap on
Ethereum be able to interact with Uniswap on EOS? Who will develop, maintain and govern
that connection? It's possible that their developers will pursue a similar approach in the
future. For now, Kyber needs to aggregate as much liquidity and embed itself in as many
applications as possible if they want to have a durable network effect.
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KNC Economic Model Highlights
KNC is an interesting token. The economics can be modeled and are fundamentally driven by the protocol's growth, which is good. However, and this is probably
most important, KNC does not really need to exist. Kyber would work just as well, if not better, if the fee they extracted was paid in ETH. As a result, it's at risk of being
displaced by competitors that lack the added friction a token brings, such as Uniswap. That's not to say Kyber Network will fail or KNC will not accrue value, but it will
be a challenge. It's important to note that Kyber also plans to increase the utility of KNC by giving it governance power over KyberDAO once it's established. While
difficult to quantify, the value that could be attributed to governance should not be underestimated.

Key Takeaways

 The growth in trade volume YTD has led to a significant increase in the amount of KNC that has been burned. As of June 1, there have been a total of 1,002,881
KNC burned, with 70% of that attributed to the first 5 months of 2019.
 The fee sharing program is a smart initiative to incentivize third-parties to integrate Kyber and keep them vested in the protocol's success. However, even for the



most popular integrations by volume, the total revenue they have received is relatively small (10 to 38 ETH). When the fee sharing program is taken into account,
effectively only 0.175% of a trade's value is burned.
We chose to model two scenarios. Scenario 1 assumes the reserve fee and fee sharing percentage stay constant in the future, while Scenario 2 assumes that the
reserve fee gets cut and the fee sharing percentage steps up due to competitive pressures.
In Scenario 1, the present value of future burns is close to the current circulating market cap. In Scenario 2, the present value of future burn is ~17% of the current
circulating market cap.
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Reserve Fee Revenue
In order to provide liquidity to Kyber Network, a reserve manager needs to pay a
fee on each trade they facilitate. This is referred to as the reserve fee and is
denominated in KNC. Currently, reserve managers pay 0.25% of the value on each
trade back to Kyber Network. The KNC collected from reserve fees is then burned,
reducing total supply. As trade volume increases, so too will the amount of KNC that
is collected to be burned.
While the reserve fee is the primary economic driver behind KNC's fundamental
value, the way it's structured makes us question it's long-term viability. To be fair,
Kyber Network, due to it's many integrations, does help drive trade flow for liquidity
providers, allowing them to earn their spread on trades. However, the added cost
of 0.25% for the reserve fee either eats into their profits or is passed on to the
trader. The latter is more likely. As a result, Kyber Network may not offer the best
execution price on most trades, despite aggregating multiple sources of liquidity.

Daily Collected Reserve Fees (Feb 2018-Present)

Effectively, the reserve fee is a form of rent extraction by Kyber Network. For the
system to work as intended, traders need to compensate both (i) liquidity providers
and (ii) Kyber Network. In Uniswap's model, only the liquidity providers are
compensated because they need to be, otherwise no one would contribute.
Kyber's model can still continue to work over the near-term, though. Kyber is
integrated in many DApps and focuses on providing a simple UI. Current users are
more interested in convenience than they are with best price execution. However,
over the long-term Kyber Network may start to be squeezed by the competition. As
Uniswap becomes directly integrated in more and more DApps, rational users will

Daily Cumulative KNC Burn (Feb 2018-Present)

trade through Uniswap given that it will always offer the better price relative to
Kyber (assuming Kyber is only sourcing that liquidity from Uniswap). Ultimately, this
may result in Kyber Network having to reduce it's reserve fee to remain
competitive. We forecast a future reduction in our model for Scenario 2.

Sources: Kyber Reserve Tracker
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Fee Sharing Program
Since Kyber's launch, there have been a total of 1,425,932 KNC
collected from reserve fees, however, only 1,019,308 KNC have been
burned. The difference is due to the Fee Sharing Program. This allows
third-parties that have integrated Kyber to receive 30% of the reserve
fees on trades facilitated through them. As seen in the table below,
this effectively means that only 0.175% of a transaction's total value,
in KNC, gets burned.
This is a good mechanism for incentivizing third-parties to integrate
Kyber. They may even start to view themselves as stakeholders in the
protocol. When governance is added to the utility of KNC, they will be.
However, it's important to highlight that the amount of fees these
integrations have collected so far is still relatively small. Even for the
most popular ones, as seen in the table and chart to the right, the
total amount collected ranges from 10 to 38 ETH.

*ETH price of $260 for calculations

Total Trade Volume vs Fee Sharing Revenue by App

If Kyber is forced to reduce it's reserve fee in the future, it may have to
increase the fee sharing percentage to keep integrations interested.
We forecast a future increase in the fee sharing percentage in our
model for Scenario 2.

Data as of June 3, 2019
Source: Kyber Network
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KNC Model Output
Based on KNC's token economics, we felt a DCF would function as a viable model. The reserve fee represents revenue for the protocol, while the fee sharing program is
a cost that helps incentivize the community of stakeholders. It's important to note that these models assume Kyber continues to see increased adoption and that KNC
benefits from it. As we mentioned on page 6, it's possible that KNC fails accrue value over the long-term. We chose to model two scenarios:

 Scenario 1 - Assumes the reserve fee and fee sharing percentage stay constant in the future, while trade volume continues strong growth. The model's output
calculated a present value of future burn roughly equivalent to the current circulating market cap.
 Scenario 2 - Assumes that the reserve fee gets cut and the fee sharing percentage steps up due to competitive pressures. The model's output calculated a present
value of future burn at ~17% of the current circulating market cap.

On the following slide, we detail the four major assumptions that were factored into the economic model and the rationale for our choices.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2
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Model Assumptions
Assumption 1: Reserve Fee Percentage

 Scenario 1 - Optimistically assumes that Kyber maintains it's network effect / value proposition over the long-term, with users accepting a 0.25% markup on trades.
 Scenario 2 - Due to competitive pressures from projects like Uniswap, which lack an added fee on top of the return required for liquidity providers, we assume Kyber
will have to cut it's reserve fee from 0.25% to 0.15% in 2021. The timing is intended to coincide with competitors achieving wide-spread integration, however, this
could occur sooner.

Assumption 2: Trade Volume Growth Rate

 Scenario 1 - YE trade volume is projected forward using it's current growth. It grows 200% in 2020 as broad adoption occurs then growth gradually declines 20% YoY.
 Scenario 2 - YE trade volume is projected forward using it's current growth. It grows 150% in 2020 as broad adoptions occurs then growth gradually declines 30%
YoY. Slower growth and the larger decline are due to competitive pressures.

Assumption 3: Fee Sharing Program Percentage

 Scenario 1 - Assumes that Kyber is able to adequately incentivize third-party integrations over the long-term by maintaining the 30% fee sharing program.
 Scenario 2 - Due to competitive pressures causing a reduction in the reserve fee, which subsequently affects this, we assume that Kyber will need to increase the fee
sharing program to 40% in 2021.

Assumption 4: Discount Rate

 For both scenarios we apply a 40% discount rate. We believe this high discount rate is appropriate based on the underlying risk associated with the project,
compounded by the nascent nature of the market.
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Increased Utility Through Governance
Kyber's development team intends to add governance as a use case
for KNC with their transition into KyberDAO. This will slowly take place
over the course of 2019. In the future, voting will determine changes to
the broader protocol, in addition to different implementations on
other blockchains.
For example, KNC holders will be able to vote and decide which tokens
to list on the EOS implementation. KyberDAO will also have a KNCbased treasury managed by the token holders. It will be used to fund
development and growth through an open grant program.
In March 2019, Kyber held its first voting exercise through the Aragon
platform to decide if a community grant program should be
established. There were 60 voters that participated, accounting for
0.76% of the circulating supply. The proposal passed with 95% of the
vote in favor. Obviously, this was a relatively small turn out but still a
step in the right direction for their first vote. On June 10, the
development team announced that their second experiment will be
running a test DAO on DAOstack's Alchemy Platform.

KyberDAO Voting Exercise Results

The potential future value that could be attributed to governance is
difficult to quantify but it should not be underestimated. Ultimately, it
will come down to how important the decisions being voted on
actually are, which is still unknown for Kyber. It's also important to
emphasize the impact that KNC's token burn will have on governance.
As more KNC is burned over time, and total supply falls, the voting
power of each remaining token will increase.
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